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1. INTRODUCTION

The practical interest in orthogonal matrices, with Hadamard [1] matrices belonging to this class,
results from their principal properties, which make them widely used in digital information processing sys�
tems [2].

A Hadamard matrix is a square matrix Hn of an order n that consists of numbers {1, –1}, and its col�

umns are orthogonal Hn = nI, where I is the unity matrix.

First, as little as two integer values of elements of these matrices ensure the efficiency of matrix opera�
tions, both for hardware and software implementations. Second, the orthogonality of matrices makes it

possible to create symmetric technical systems, since one can simply transpose (  = ) with the matrix
Hn used in the direct transform to find the inverse transform matrix. Third, the existing orthogonal bases
include symmetric, circulant, two�circulant, and other matrices, which make the choice of the optimal
matrix for a particular information transformation significantly wider.

In coding theory, for instance, columns of orthogonal Hadamard matrices are the basis for construct�
ing codes with a large code distance [3]. The special order of numeration of columns of Hadamard matri�
ces in digital signal processing, image compression, and masking is interpreted as a two�level representa�
tion of the widely used Walsh functions [4].

Orthogonal Hadamard matrices exist on orders n = 4k, where k is a natural number, and can be calcu�
lated as chains based on matrices of previous orders n/2 by the Sylvester rule [5] and by the Paley [6] and
Scarpis [7] algorithms.

In [8], which describes and classifies matrices of the Hadamard family, the problem is formulated as
the finding of two closely related families of quasi�orthogonal Mersenne [9] and Euler [10] matrices that
are similar in properties to Hadamard matrices yet differ by their orders and value of elements.

In [8], a quasi�orthogonal matrix is defined as a square matrix An of order n with the maximums of
modules of elements in each column reduced to the unity; the matrix satisfies the quadratic relation con�
dition 

An = ω(n)In,
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where In is the identity matrix and ω(n) is the weight of the matrix. 

The weight ω(n) = 1 is characteristic of orthogonal matrices, quasi�orthogonal matrices, and, in par�
ticular Hadamard matrices (apart from the trivial first�order matrix, which has nothing to do with the lat�
ter) [1]. Along with it, these matrices are very close to the orthogonal ones obtained from An by normal�
ization of their columns, followed by a reduction of the maximal modulo element (m�norm) to m < 1 for
the orders n > 1. 

Definition 1. We call the values of the matrix elements its levels. For instance, a Hadamard matrix with
the elements {1, –1} has two levels (is two�level), and a Belevitch matrix [11] with the elements {0, 1, –1}
is three�level.

Given the above definition, we call quasi�orthogonal Mersenne matrices Mn two�level matrices of
orders n = 4k – 1 with the values of elements {1, –b}, where |b| < 1, that satisfy the quadratic relation con�
dition 

Mn = ω(n)In

with the variable weight  [8, 9]. For n = 3, the coefficient b = 1/2; in other cases

 where q = n + 1 is the order of the respective Hadamard matrix.

The name of these matrices is associated with the fact that they generalize the calculation of quasi�
orthogonal Sylvester matrices [5] of even orders n = 2k to include odd values of orders that equal the
Mersenne numbers n = 2k – 1 [9].

Modular two�level matrices of orders n = 4k – 2 [8, 10] with the elements {1, –1, b, –b}, where |b| < 1,
that satisfy the quadratic relation condition

En = ω(n)In 

are called quasi�orthogonal Euler matrices En such that  The modular level b = 1/2

for n = 6, in the general case  where q = n + 2 is the order of the respective Hadamard matrix. 

Four�level Euler matrices emerged as a compromise substitution for the lacking three�level Belevitch
matrices that do not exist for orders n for which the number n – 1 cannot be expanded into the sum of two
squares of integer numbers [12]. The expandability criterion of numbers is based on the respective Euler theo�
rem, which is the reason the matrices were named as they were.

In this work, we consider the rule for calculating Mersenne and Euler matrices via each other, which gener�
ates chains with their interconnected orders. Such chains make the family of Hadamard matrices significantly
wider and help simplify the calculation and storage of quasi�orthogonal matrices in symmetric digital informa�
tion processing systems. The number of chains depends on the start matrices, viz. predictors, with Seidel matri�
ces being those predictors for two unique chains of Mersenne and Euler matrices.

2. CHAINS OF QUASI�ORTHOGONAL MATRICES 

The peculiarity of the interconnection of quasi�orthogonal matrices is that each Mersenne matrix of
odd order can be used to construct an Euler matrix of double even order. On the orders n = 1 and n = 2,
forms of these two types of matrices do not have any developed distinctions and hence one cannot tell whether
the Mersenne or Euler matrix is the primary one. We cannot state that Mersenne matrices are predictors of
Euler matrices, since there is a transition rule from any Euler matrix En to the Mersenne matrix Mn + 1 of an
order one unity higher.

A typical chain of Mersenne and Euler matrices looks like M3 – E6 – M7 – E14 – M15 – … . A chain
of such successively calculated matrices can also start with a Euler matrix. In [9, 10], the order of Euler
matrices is proven to be even and equal n = 4k – 2; here k is a natural number as before. Therefore,
Mersenne matrices of the orders n = 4k – 1 that take values 3, 7, 11, 15… and differ by 4 (the typical period
for all types of matrices in the Hadamard family) are the basis for constructing Euler matrices of orders 6,
14, 30….
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Thus, there is uncertainty about finding Euler matrices when half of the value of their order is not the
order of Mersenne matrices. This is typical, for instance, for the existing matrix E10 [13]. So far, the liter�
ature has not defined the generating matrix for such a case when describing the interconnection between
Mersenne and Euler matrices.

3. SEIDEL MATRICES

In addition to asymmetric circulant Mersenne matrices of orders n = 4k – 1, we introduce symmetric
circulant Seidel matrices Sn of the orders n = –4k + 1, which are similar to them to a large extent.

Definition 2. We call quasi�orthogonal Seidel matrices Sn three�level matrices of orders n = 4k + 1 with
the values of elements {1, –b, d}, where d < b < 1, that satisfy the quadratic relation condition 

Sn = ω(n)In .

Here,  is the variable weight. The diagonal elements of the matrix are 

b = 1 – 2d. 

What Mersenne and Seidel matrices of odd orders have in common is that they can be treated as the
result of orthogonalization of columns of asymmetric and symmetric Jacobsthal matrices [6, 14, 15]
obtained from normalized Belevitch matrices by cutting off their edges. In the graph theory, the truncated
type of matrices is matched to integer non�orthogonal adjacency matrices of Seidel graphs [16], giving the
name for the respective quasi�orthogonal matrices. When what they have in common is taken into
account, either a Mersenne and a Seidel matrix can be used to calculate Euler matrices.

Mersenne and Seidel matrices have odd order and can be used to calculate two�circulant even Euler
matrices. In the first case, a Euler matrix is constructed based on asymmetric components, while symmet�
ric ones are used in the second case.

4. CALCULATING EULER MATRICES BASED ON MERSENNE AND SEIDEL MATRICES

One can calculate Euler matrices using the Sylvester rule common for all Hadamard matrices [6] using
Mersenne matrices [8, 9] in the form

where  is a two�level Mersenne matrix. 

At the same time, Mersenne matrices are related to Euler matrices by a row and a column (an edge)
added to them in the form [9, 14]

where λ = –a is an eigenvalue and e is an eigen vector of the “conjugate” matrix  Block

 is obtained from Mn/2 by mutual replacement of elements 1 and –b and by recalculation of the level

 where q = n + 2 is the order of the Hadamard matrix. 

The informative part of the formulas is that Mersenne and Euler matrices are calculated based on each
other, thus forming chains with increasing orders. This generalizes the Sylvester rule, viz. the calculation
of Hadamard matrices with their increasing order [1, 5].

Now, suppose n is a prime number that gives the order as n = 4k + 1. This is a necessary and sufficient
existence condition [12, 14] for three�level quasi�orthogonal circulant Seidel matrices Sn with elements
equaling three�level Legendre symbols.
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Definition 3. We define three�level Legendre symbols as  = {1, −b, d} calculated via quadratic

modulo n residues for differences of indices i and j of their rows and columns in a Seidel matrix of order n.
Here, d < b < 1.

We recall that the number a is called a quadratic modulo n residue if there exists such x < n that a = x2

(mod n) [17]. Then, for i = j we put  and for  we put  if i – j is the qua�

dratic modulo n residue and  otherwise. The number d is the values of diagonal ele�

ments of the Seidel matrix.
We construct, for instance, a quasi�orthogonal Seidel matrix of the fifth order S5 based on Legendre

symbols for the set of numbers {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, which are the differences of indices of the elements in the
first row of the matrix. Their mod5 squares are {0, 1, 4, 4, 1}. This set include numbers 1 and 4, which are
quadratic residues. Numbers 2 and 3 are not quadratic residues. The values of the diagonal elements are

 and b = 1 – 2d ≅ 0.382.

The circulant Seidel matrix S5 is constructed using the sequence {d, 1, –b, –b, 1} and its conjugate

matrix  is constructed using the sequence {d, –b, 1, 1, –b} of paired Legendre symbols with 1 and –b
replaced by –b and 1, respectively. Hence, 

Note that the diagonal of both matrices have numbers d are two times lower as the values of the golden
ratio 2d = 1/ψ = 0.618, where ψ = 1.618. The difference between the maximum of the element (the unity)
and b is exactly the golden ratio. Therefore, the Seidel matrix S5 can be attributed to a sort of quasi�orthog�
onal golden ratio matrices [13].

The two�circulant Euler matrix is calculated with a pair of the original and conjugate Seidel matrices
by the modified Sylvester rule [14]

 

with consideration that their elements are corrected up to the values of their respective elements in the

Euler matrix: b = 1/2 for n = 6, otherwise  where q = n + 2 is the order of the neighboring

Hadamard matrix. Modules of diagonal elements of mutually conjugate blocks are 1. Figure 1 shows por�
traits of a fifth�order Seidel matrix and tenth�order Euler matrix that were calculated with it. Here and in
what follows, the white square in the matrix portrait is for 1 and the black square is for –1 (or –b in the
Seidel matrix). Other elements that are intermediate in terms of their values are shown in shades of grey.
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Fig. 1. Portraits of the Seidel S5 and Euler E10 matrices.
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This modified Sylvester rule generalizes the Paley rule for calculating Hadamard matrices with Belev�
itch matrices and relies on one�to�one relation between Hadamard, Mersenne, and Euler matrices.

The circulant kernel of normalized Belevitch matrices and the adjacency table of Seidel graphs [16] are
constructed based on rounded integer sequence {0, 1, –1, –1, 1}; such arrays do not have orthogonality
of their own and do not relate to irrational numbers, though they include them indirectly. Hence, we can
state a formal transition rule from Belevitch matrices to quasi�orthogonal Seidel matrices by cutting off
the edge and recalculating the diagonal and negative elements of the matrix; this is done to orthogonalize
it. One can apply this rule to calculate block circulant matrices.

Moreover, the block circulant matrix S9 can be calculated with the Kronecker product of two matrices
M3 and is the basis for calculating the block Euler matrix E18 (Fig. 2).

5. CONCLUSIONS

With the described way of calculating quasi�orthogonal Euler matrices based on Seidel matrices,
we can add a chain of matrices of the form M3 – E6 – M7 – E14 – M15 – … with the exclusion chain
S5 – E10 – M11 – E22 – M21 – … with the matrices E10 and then E22 calculated, the latter replacing the
nonexistant three�level Belevitch matrix, as well as the chain S9 – E18 – M19 – E38 – M39 – … based on the
above mentioned block matrix S9, although 9 is not prime and is the even power of 3. Hence, the block
matrices Jacobsthal, Belevitch, and Seidel exist and can be constructed on generalized Legendre symbols
for size 3 blocks.

Scientifically, what we considered here allows significant expansion of the direction of study of solv�
ability conditions for circulant structures to include one� and two�circulant structures with two allowed
values of modular levels of elements of matrices from the Hadamard family. Practically, it allows signifi�
cant simplification of the way matrices of various orders are calculated, stored, and chosen for digital data
processing algorithms.
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